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Statistical user model supported by R-Tree structure

Javier Calle ·Leonardo Castaño ·Elena Castro · Dolores Cuadra

Abstract This paper is about developing a group user

model able to predict unknown features (attributes, pref-

erences, or behaviors) of any interlocutor. Specifically, for

systems where there are features that cannot be modeled

by a domain expert within the human computer interac-

tion. In such cases, statistical models are applied instead

of stereotype user models. The time consumption of these

models is high, and when a requisite of bounded response

time is added most common solution involves summariz-

ing knowledge. Summarization involves deleting knowledge

from the knowledge base and probably losing accuracy in

the medium-term. This proposal provides all the advantages

of statistical user models and avoids knowledge loss by us-

ing an R-Tree structure and various search spaces (universes

of users) of diverse granularity for solving inferences with

enhanced success rates. Along with the formalization and

evaluation of the approach, main advantages will be dis-

cussed, and a perspective for its future evolution is provided.

In addition, this paper provides a framework to evaluate sta-

tistical user models and to enable performance comparison

among different statistical user models.
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1 Introduction

One of the specific applications of user modeling is that re-

garding human-like interaction systems. These systems seek

to imitate human behavior through interaction, but the final

purpose of human like interaction is also to provide users ex-

periences and responses fitting their specific background and

objectives. That is, provide contents and responses adapted

to every single user need. The most common approaches to

provide such features and contents are statistical and predic-

tive user models. In general, user modeling provides adap-

tation to the interlocutor, predicting his features and prefer-

ences and advancing his probable behavior. Several features

within human-like interaction cannot be modeled by a do-

main specialist as it is only possible to model these features

by observing thousands of real cases or by a trial and error

strategy. An example of these types of features is the se-

lection of dialogue strategies during the interaction, or the

emotional behaviors. That is the interaction depends on the

interlocutor, some interlocutors might prefer longer interac-

tions while other interlocutors might prefer short questions.

Therefore too many cases might occur and only two differ-

ent approaches can deal with this scenario, statistical user

model or trial and error strategies. Even though, statistical

user models can deal with this situation, they can also be ap-

plied to domains that can be modeled by a domain specialist.

User models usually rely on hand crafted knowledge

basis that can be difficult to construct and almost non-

adaptable or non-extendable. However, statistical user mod-

els build their knowledge base according to the experience

granted in previous sessions. In addition, most commonly in

predictive and statistical user models, the dependent param-

eter signifies a user preference or behavior.

The present proposal involves the development of a spe-

cific group’s user model that is able to predict unknown
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user information, dealing with the absence of comprehen-

sive information. This user model comes to fill an empty

space in current state of the art, focusing not only user mod-

els based on stereotypes, but also dealing with the problem

of response time constraints and knowledge loss which is

a common disadvantage within group user models. Knowl-

edge Bases fed by experience through the system’s lifetime

grow to become unmanageable in most cases, bringing down

the system’s performance. To preserve efficiency over time,

many systems apply knowledge summarization at the ex-

pense of knowledge quality and accuracy in the inferences

drawn from it. This paper proposes a solution to this prob-

lem based on an advanced storage structure (R-tree [27]).

After the proper review of related works, a proposal

for statistical user modeling without knowledge loss is de-

scribed, along with another somewhat analogous model that

has knowledge loss. Then, their performance will be com-

pared through the evaluation section, to finally obtain some

conclusions and the perspective of the potential applications

of the proposal. To achieve this evaluation a user is con-

sidered as a set of features, at every moment, a sub-set of

features of the interlocutor are known and the system tries

to predict the value of an unknown feature. In addition a

review of main frameworks to compare user models perfor-

mance has been achieved, identifying a lack of benchmark

to evaluate statistical user models. Regarding this lack of

benchmark to evaluate and compare statistical user models,

this paper proposes a complete framework to evaluate sta-

tistical user models and achieve performance comparisons

among different user models for user modeling. The need of

a benchmark to evaluate statistical user models resides on

the complexity of this task and the need of making evalua-

tion results comparable within the community of statistical

user models for user modeling.

2 State of the art in user modeling

User Modeling seeks to characterize the user for adapting

the interaction to his needs and preferences. Traditional re-

search on adaptation and User Modeling is frequently sup-

ported by the knowledge provided by some expert in the

application domain. This approach has produced remark-

able achievements in diverse fields, such as user classifi-

cation for Dialogue Management [38], user modeling via

stereotypes [41], and group user models [24]. However, tra-

ditional user modeling requires hand-built knowledge bases

with enough representative points, which is a hard and costly

task, apart from other drawbacks as the risks of vitiated data

and certainty degradation. Besides, in some domains is dif-

ficult to have an expert (maybe even impossible). Alterna-

tively, the statistical approaches emerge [55] relying on the

experience of the system (past interactions with other users),

thereby avoiding the need of an expert.

According to Larson [33] statistical models are intended

to perform predictions of a dependent parameter, departing

from observed samples. Regarding user modeling, such pa-

rameter represents an aspect of a user future behavior, likes

or preferences. The usage of statistical and probabilistic user

models has been manifested by the increasing publication of

research in these lines [8, 50]. However, for several years it

is claimed that those approaches are still far of being appli-

cable and effective in some fields [51], and therefore there

is still room for research in this area. Albrecht and Zuk-

erman [3] identified several challenges that user modeling

presents to statistical and probabilistic modeling techniques,

classifying them into three categories: limitations of current

user modeling approaches, dynamic nature of user modeling

data and efficiency considerations.

The statistical focus has been largely applied to recom-

mender systems, seeking the item (product, information,

content . . .) that suits best the user characterization by com-

paring it with past users. Given a specific set of items, the

recommender system has to rate their usefulness/likeness for

the user (who has not experienced them yet) by means of a

utility function [1]. Since that function is not defined for all

products on the whole universe of potential users, the rec-

ommenders need to extrapolate for accomplishing that rat-

ing and then select the most useful item (or N most useful

items). Estimations usually apply heuristics or follow some

criterion such as minimizing the mean square error on large

knowledge bases acquired from experience.

Some recommender systems also take into account con-

textual information affecting the interaction, such as the type

of user device (laptop, mobile, etc.). Therefore, the recom-

mended content may differ depending on the capabilities of

the device or on its screen size [10]. The multi-agent ap-

proach is presented as suitable for this requirement, enabling

a client-agent for each different device, as in the systems

Masha [44] and Muaddib [43]. Multi agent technology has

repeatedly supported recommender systems [15], bringing

some of the problems of this type of environments. Commu-

nication between agents, apart from being a time-consuming

task, is a major obstacle when they are supported by dif-

ferent ontology. Endowing the system with inter-ontology

capabilities [42] or semantic negotiation [22] are some solu-

tions to this problem. Besides, Ontology support is a useful

way of enhancing the model capabilities [23], unifying dif-

ferent terms for the same concept and enriching the available

information regarding the current user.

Next, the recommender systems where the statistical user

model is embedded have been classified according to their

approach to estimate ratings. In first place, the content-based

approach [6] predicts user behavior through the past behav-

ior based on Information Retrieval methods such as sur-

vey techniques or implicit methods to obtain and store pro-

files about user preferences and likes [5]. Some problems
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have been detected: the filtering and partial content analy-

sis [46], the over-specialization [47, 54], and the new user

problem [52]. This latter issue, doing predictions on new

users or known users in new situations, can be alleviated

applying some profile expansion techniques based on query

expansion methods from the Information Retrieval area [25].

As an answer to this problem, also appeared the collabora-

tive filtering [40].

In the collaborative approach, predictions on current user

are built from the behavior of other like-minded people.

Thus, collaborative filtering is used under the assumption

that a user behaves similarly to other user. Such tech-

niques have been successfully applied for recommending

books [34], news [14], or just to provide customers with

personalized suggestions [37]. There can be identified two

subtypes of collaborative techniques: the memory-based,

using the whole or a subset of the user-feature database

(user-feature matrix) to compute similarities among users

or items [45]; and the model-based techniques, relying on

patterns extracted from a training set to extrapolate reliable

predictions for the real world [16]. Current challenges in col-

laborative filtering include the data sparsity problem [11],

the scalability in collaborative filtering [34] and the gray

sheep problem [26]. The sparsity data problem happens in

sparse databases when two similar users are identified as

very dissimilar users just because they both have not rated

the same items [11], and can be alleviated using dimension-

ality reduction techniques [12]. The scalability regards huge

knowledge bases acquired from experience, which become

unmanageable and lead to high response times. As a solu-

tion, knowledge can be summarized, but such procedure in-

volves a certain knowledge loss. Finally, dealing with un-

classifiable users (gray sheep) can be solved by weighting

k-nearest neighbors (yet distant neighbors), often at the ex-

pense of certainty in the predictions.

Finally, the hybrid recommender systems combine col-

laborative learning techniques with other recommendation

methods to mitigate some problems of individual recom-

mendation techniques and improve performance. Most fre-

quent hybridization is that obtained by merging the col-

laborative and content-based approaches, but there exist

other systems, such as those in [32], that combine col-

laborative filtering with demographic recommenders based

on profiles. Several classifications of hybrid recommender

systems can be found, being the most extended criterion

the hybridization method [13, 17] which classifies them in

weighted, switching, mixed, feature combination, cascade,

feature augmentation and meta-level.

The pair content-based/collaborative always suffers the

start-up problem (lack of initial knowledge) since both ap-

proaches need certain volume in their knowledge bases to

provide reliable predictions. However, hybridization may

enable inference from sparse databases and somehow com-

plete their content. Several researchers have compared the

performance of hybrid recommenders with pure collabora-

tive filtering and found that hybrid proposals can make better

predictions especially regarding the new user problem and

when dealing with sparse databases [9]. On the other hand,

main drawback of hybrid systems is the complexity of their

implementation [39].

When evaluating any recommender system, two main is-

sues have to be addressed: the data sets and the selection of

proper metrics. Regarding the first, the nature of the dataset

may determine the performance of the model. In fact, several

collaborative systems are designed for a given dataset struc-

ture and even a specific dataset [35], which deviates from the

genericity pursued in this type of model. The selection of a

metric may also depend on the domain of evaluation [4].

On the subject of methods and metrics for this sort of

evaluation, a widespread practice is found in comparing

systems with older versions of the same kind. However,

some authors state that results are not significantly differ-

ent when both systems are tuned to its maximum. Further-

more, [31] also suggest that most users provide inconsis-

tent ratings when asked to rate the same item at different

times. The main difficulty in selecting one or more metrics

to evaluate collaborative filtering algorithms is the lack of

standardization. New works in the area are still introducing

new methods and metrics, hindering the comparison with

similar works and the detection of differences between the

inspected systems [30]. That work classifies the subjected

metrics into predictive accuracy metrics, classification accu-

racy metrics, and rank accuracy metrics. Predictive accuracy

metrics are based on comparisons between true user ratings

and system’s predictions to measure the distance between

them [16]. Secondly, classification metrics are suitable for

recommenders aimed to classify items as good or bad for the

user. Both metrics measure the ability of any recommender

to make correct or incorrect decisions [9, 29]. Finally, rank

accuracy metrics are suitable for systems providing an or-

dered list of relevant items to the user [16, 28, 53].

Finally, there are some other considerations relevant for

the evaluation process. Cosley et al. [21] found that users

are sensitive to prediction’s accuracy (the predicted rating

can affect the current rating given by the user). Besides, in-

formation on why some item has been recommended might

help users to understand the reason of the suggestion and

thus increase their confidence in the recommender system.

Summarizing, content-based and collaborative filtering

systems must deal with several problems like the new user

problem, the over-specialization problem, the data sparsity

problem, the gray sheep problem, and the scalability and

limited response time problems. Some of them regard main

challenges in the area as identified by Albretch and Zuker-

man, as the efficiency considerations and the dynamic user

features, for which there is a long way to go.
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3 Proposal

Departing from the previous analysis, the approach that is

going to be described during this section is a statistical

and predictive user model of groups and totally domain-

independent. Therefore, our approach builds a knowledge

base of groups based on past sessions held with different

users.

During an interaction with a user, the system is able to

acquire information atoms about user features (explicitly

stated by the interlocutor and biometrics acquired by inter-

faces), and user behavior and preferences. At the end of the

session, the collection of information atoms is stored in the

knowledge base as an individual user, (although the same

user can hold several sessions that will be stored indepen-

dently). Additionally, when the system takes advantage of

any unknown information atom (for example, a shopping

preference), the model can predict it by comparing the avail-

able information about the current user with the users de-

scriptions stored in the knowledge base and then inferring

that unknown atom. One of the most important problems

of this approach is the excessive growth of the knowledge

base, which leads to significant performance loss. It should

be reminded that the response time in interactive systems is

a critical factor, and the response should not be delayed. In

order to reduce the knowledge base down to a few individual

descriptions, the search for a solution leads to consider user

groups, represented by group descriptions, not user descrip-

tions, bringing together several session descriptions which

are found to be very similar (or at least the most similar ones

among those stored in the base). The problem that arises at

this point is the loss of knowledge produced by summariz-

ing processes. The subsequent user sessions will be harder

to match to an individual within the base, thus predictions

will lose both accuracy and certainty.

This paper introduces a statistical user model able to

avoid such loss of knowledge by observing several hierar-

chical sub-universes of users. The proposal is later evalu-

ated by comparing its performance with a simpler model

that runs those fusion procedures (merging similar groups

of users) for keeping the knowledge base size within a rea-

sonable range (hence assuming that loss of knowledge).

To improve the understanding of the proposal and its

scope, this section will define the two models (with and

without loss of knowledge, respectively). In the common

functions (individual matching, fusion, etc.) a similar for-

mulation will be applied, as the core of the proposal is to

present the focus and the structure of this new model headed

to avoid loss of knowledge, and to analyze the advantages in

accuracy and certainty that this approach provides.

3.1 User model subject to knowledge loss

In this case, the knowledge growth is to be controlled by set-

ting bounds to the amount of knowledge. This approach of

a user model subject to knowledge loss (KLUM) is also de-

scribed in [18]. Specifically, this model will count on an up-

per bound for the number of descriptions of user groups, and

another one for the total number of information atoms. The

first one reduces the number of candidates when matching

groups of users, while the other shortens the average execu-

tion time of each matching. Their foundations and use will

be further explained later in this section. The bounds are em-

pirically obtained through preliminary experimentation by

observing the response time requirements for the interac-

tion system and the performance of the model (with the real

hardware resources) with different bound configurations.

This model relies upon a few notions (some of them very

common) which are now to be defined. Let’s have a user

description (UD) (1) defined extensively as a set of informa-

tion atoms represented by tuples of the type {feature, value,

sign, certainty}.

Let UD be ⊂
{

(c, v, s, z): c is a user feature,

v ∈ domain(c), s ∈ {−1,1}, z ∈ (0,1]
}

(1)

Each tuple in a given UD has a direct meaning charac-

terizing that user: the value applies (or not, depending upon

the sign) to the user regarding the feature, observing that this

piece of information has a given certainty, that is, a measure

of the confidence of being certain when applying this state-

ment. The term certainty is preferred to probability since

there are diverse sources of knowledge including the user’s

fuzzy assertions through his/her interventions. The certainty

must be higher than zero, given that value zero is consid-

ered as ‘no information’, and any tuple with such certainty

will be omitted. Any UD may lack tuples for a given fea-

ture (which is equivalent to including a tuple with certainty

zero for each value and sign in its domain) or include several

rows with the same feature but different values.

The UD includes no identifier, so this description initially

defined to stand for a user may actually represent several

similar users. Consequently, a stereotype (henceforth, group

of users) is also a UD with the addition of a value for its

‘population’, indicating the number of sessions held to ac-

quire this group. Notice that the term session is here pre-

ferred to the term user, since there are no identifiers and

therefore all those similar UD (or part of them) could have

been acquired through several interactions (sessions) held

with the same user. Formally, the definition of a group of

users is (2):

Let a group of users (stereotype) be

GU ≡ (UD,p) | p ∈ N (2)

The whole set of groups of users for a particular do-

main will be named universe of users (UU). The UU de-

fined here is in fact the currently available knowledge about

the universe of users, stored in the knowledge base of the
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Table 1 Partial match

function (6) µ-match type Condition Formula

Disjoint given x = (c, v, s, z) and GY = (Y,pY )

∀y = (c′, v′, s′, z′) ∈ Y , meets c 6= c′
µ(x,GY) = 0

Coincident given x = (c, v, s, z) and GY = (Y,pY )

∃y = (c, v′, s′, z′) ∈ Y

µ(x,GY) = δ(x, y),

∀y ∈ Y

model’s implementation. Since it is a statistical model, any

new session will provide new knowledge. Consequently, the

description of the UU within any given implementation is

dynamic, and the GUs can be updated or new ones can be

added. However, an extreme growth of the knowledge base

could cause a fatal performance drop. To prevent such draw-

backs, this model includes upper bounds to the number of

information atoms (η) and to the number of groups of users

(γ ) within a UU. The following expression (3) defines the

UU, taking into account the definition of group of users and

the definition of UD:

Let a universe of users be UU ≡ {GUi} | i ∈ N [1, γ ] (3)

During any interaction, the interlocutor is characterized

incrementally as information atoms about him/her are ac-

quired. The atoms are gathered in the current user descrip-

tion state (CUDS), which is formalized as a general UD (1)

according to the expression (4).

Let the CUDS be a UD, and its resultant stereotype

GU(CUDS) = (CUDS,1) (4)

When finishing a session, the CUDS is stored as a new

group of users (with population 1). Storing every new CUDS

in the knowledge base may lead to exceed the threshold (γ ).

In such cases, the knowledge has to be summarized to meet

γ again. Specifically, the most similar pair of GUs has to

be merged into a single GU, thus decreasing the size of the

UU in a unit. The required procedures to do this are ‘find-

ing the proper pair’ and ‘merging groups’, which are based

on the match and the fusion functions, respectively. These

functions are characteristic of the model.

For searching the most suitable pair of GUs to be merged,

all candidate pairs (each pair of GUs in the knowledge base)

will be evaluated with the match function (M) which pro-

vides a value in the range [0,1] measuring the similarity be-

tween those groups. The pair maximizing that value will be

chosen for merging. The M function proposed here is de-

scribed in (5).

Let the match be M : UU × UU → [0,1] | M(GX,GY )

=
({

µ(x,GY ),µ(y,GX)
}

+ 1
)

/2

∀x ∈ X ∀y ∈ Y, where GX = (X,px)

and GY = (Y,py) are groups of users (5)

The M function is defined upon the notion of partial

matching (µ), providing a portion of information about the

matching. It is used for comparing an information atom

(from a GU) with another GU. The result can be positive

or negative, that is information about matching in case of

positive partial matching or information about knock out in

case of negative partial matching. The definition of this func-

tion observes two main cases: the disjoint partial matching

(special case), and the coincident partial matching (general

rule).

In first place, the disjoint partial matching occurs when

comparing an atom on a feature that is missing in the other

GU (there is no atom defined for that feature). These cases

provide no information about the matching, and therefore

the result of disjoint partial matching is zero. The rest of

the cases are considered as coincident partial matchings, and

its calculation has to observe every atom in the GU defined

on the coincident feature. Thus, its definition will be based

on another function, the single atom match (δ) providing a

measure of the match for two individual atoms. The partial

match function (6) is defined in Table 1 as observed in the

aforementioned cases.

The definition of the proposed δ function (atoms match)

is divided into three different components. The first compo-

nent is the sign of the matching (7) that is a notion of lace or

a knock out notion and is calculated as follows:

S = Sx · Sy (7)

being Sx , Sy the signs of the atoms to compare. Even though

S defines the sign of the result; the sign of match through

two cases should also be observed: when both atoms have

the same value (v), the match is equivalent and the sign

is positive; on the contrary, if the values are different the

match is non-equivalent and the sign is negative. The second

component of partial matching function involves weighting

the certainties of both atoms. The measure used to assign

weights to these certainties is the arithmetic average of both

certainties. This component is calculated in the following

expression (8), according to the next formula:

Z = (zx + zy)/2 (8)

The third component of partial matching is going to be

applied when the equivalency is about the antithesis (both

atom signs are negative) or the non-equivalency involves a
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Table 2 Atom matching cases

(10) Atom match type Sign (x) Sign (y) Formula

Equivalent:

x = (c, v, s, z) and

y = (c, v, s′, z′)

+ +

+ − δ(x, y) = S · Z

− +

− − δ(x, y) = S · Z · f

Non-equivalent:

x = (c, v, s, z) and

y = (c, v′, s′, z′)

and v 6= v′

+ + δ(x, y) = −S · Z

+ −

− + δ(x, y) = −S · Z · f

− −

negative value (any sign is negative). In these cases, the re-

sult must be corrected by adding a domain-dependent cor-

rection factor (9). The information provided by the partial

matching excludes one element of our universe; therefore

the correction factor is calculated as follows:

f = 1/
(∣

∣dom(Cx)
∣

∣ − 1
)

(9)

Once the three components have been explained, their

product defines the magnitude of the atom matching for-

mula (10). Taking also into account the cases of coincidence

(equivalent and non-equivalent), the function can be defined

as shown in Table 2.

As stated before, when the number of GUs within the

UU exceeds the upper bound (γ ) the most similar pair of

groups are chosen by calculating the match of every candi-

date pair. Once chosen, the attention is focused on the fusion

function (11), which can merge two or more user groups (in

general, any non-empty part of a UU) into a unique user

group. The resulting group will be added while the operated

groups will be removed, thus decreasing the current number

of groups in the knowledge base.

Let the fusion function be ϕ: P(UU) − φ → GU |

ϕ(G1, . . . ,Gn) = GR = (R,pR), where Gi = (Xi,pi),

pR =

n
∑

i=1

pi and R is

{

(

c, v, sgn(z), |z|
)

/∀c, v meeting (c, v,_,_) ∈

n
⋃

i=1

Xi

and z =

(

∑

j

sj · zj · pi

)

/pR ∀i, j with (c, v, sj , zj ) ∈ Xi

}

(11)

It should be pointed out that certainty may drop severely

when running reiterative fusions over several groups, pro-

ducing unworthy tuples with virtually no effect on predic-

tions. Besides, the excessive growth of tuples in the base

may produce performance drop during inferences, and be-

cause of this an upper bound is set on the number of tu-

ples (η). The purge procedure will simply remove as many

tuples as needed to meet that bound again, starting always

with the lower certainty tuples.

On the other hand, in order to provide prediction services,

the user model is also able to infer values for unknown fea-

tures of the user. It will do this by matching the CUDS (4)

with each group stored in the knowledge base. Then a value

is chosen by applying the selection function (ι). In the fol-

lowing chart ((12) and (13)), two selection functions ι1 and

ι2 are proposed. Both of them will be observed in the eval-

uation section. The first approach is based on the idea that

the most similar group will provide most reliable inferences.

This approach is called maximum fit inference (12) because

inferences are accomplished over the most similar group. On

the other hand, the second approach is based on the idea that

sometimes the most similar group does not provide the most

reliable inference while a slightly different group might pro-

vide better inferences (13). This mechanism takes into ac-

count the match value and the certainty of the feature. Both

proposals will be observed in the evaluation section.

ι1(c,CUDS,UU) = v | ∃(c, v, s, z) ∈ Xi,GU = (Xi,pi)

∈ UU,∀
(

c′, v′, s′, z′
)

∈ Xi → z′ ≤ z,

∀GU′ ∈ UU → M
(

CUDS,GU′
)

≤ M(CUDS,GU) (12)

ι2(c,CUDS,UU)

= v | ∃(c, v, s, z) ∈ Xi,GU = (Xi,pi) ∈ UU,

∀
(

c′, v′, s′, z′
)

∈ Xi,∀GU′ ∈ UU → z′ · M
(

CUDS,GU′
)

≤ z · M(CUDS,GU) (13)

Such a user model subject to knowledge loss is formal-

ized in KLUM (F, γ, η,M,ϕ, ι), where F is a set of pairs

(feature c, domain(c)) within a wide range of attributes and

behaviors characterizing the user; γ and η are upper bounds

to the number of GUs and to the number of tuples in the

base, respectively; and M , ϕ and ι are the match, fusion and
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inference functions, respectively. Notice that, although the

set of features and domains F is included for definition com-

pleteness, the model can learn new features and domains as

they are acquired through different sessions during the sys-

tem’s lifetime. Along with the model definition, some ex-

amples for those elements have been proposed, hence the

depiction of a complete KLUM.

3.2 R-Tree based user model

The second approach involves developing a new proposal

avoiding knowledge loss. This proposal is based on an

R-Tree structure [27] and is called R-Tree User Model

(RTUM). This data structure hierarchically divides the space

into overlapped sub-spaces. Therefore the universe of users

will be split into several sub-spaces (tree nodes) according

to the user’s similarities. A sub-universe of the user (14) is

defined as follows:

Let a sub-universe of users j of the level i be

UUij ≡ {GUk} | k ∈ N [1, n] (14)

According to the R-Tree performance, new elements (in-

dividual descriptions of user sessions) will be added to the

leaves of the tree. The rest of the nodes in the tree (non-leaf

nodes) will keep the user’s descriptions representing the set

of users in its sub-tree (UUi,j ). Therefore, it can be stated

that the universe of users in this approach is represented with

different detail at each level of the tree, from the root node

to the conjunction of all user’s descriptions in the leaves of

the tree. Therefore, the most detailed description is found in

the conjunction of all users of level n where n is the level of

the leaves in the tree (15). Formally:

Universe of users UU ≡
⋃

j

UUn,j (15)

being n the tree’s depth.

According to previous definition, it can be concluded that

the rest of the information in the tree (non-leaf nodes) is re-

dundant information. Thus, two types of elements can be

identified, individual user’s descriptions (at leaf nodes) and

briefs of a sub-universe of users (at non-leaf nodes). The

definitions of these elements ((16) and (17), respectively)

are supported by a common user description (UD), which is

the same already defined for the former model (1). The in-

dividual user group (16) found exclusively at the leaves has

a UD and population 1, while the general user group (17) has

population p and a pointer to a sub-tree representing the sub

universe of users UUx+1, and summarized within its UD.

Let GU be a group of users in the leaves level,

GU ≡ (UD,1) (16)

Let GU be a group of users in a non-leaf level,

GU ≡ (UD,p,UUx+1,y),p ∈ N (17)

Consequently, every node in the tree (except for the root)

has a summary of its information in its ancestor node, and

the summary has a pointer associated to that node. Formally:

∀UUx,j with x > 1∃ a GUx−1,j

in its ancestor node that is the brief of UUx,j (18)

According to (18), GUx−1,j is the group resultant of

merging the whole set of user’s groups in the node UUx,j .

This merging procedure is supported by the fusion function

ϕ (11), the same already used in the former KLUM model

to keep the knowledge base within a controlled size. In this

case, the upper bounds (γ and η) restrict the number of

group descriptions and information atoms (respectively) of

a sub universe of users, that is, any node in the tree. The first

exception is about η and the leaf nodes, where that bound

should not be applied (to avoid knowledge loss, and because

those nodes are much smaller anyway). But the main differ-

ence is that in this case the knowledge is not only summa-

rized but distributed (and then summarized). When any node

grows to exceed the upper bound on the size (γ ), it will be

partitioned into two (or more) nodes. The old node will be

replaced by the new ones, having its elements distributed

between those new nodes. The summary of the old node,

located at its ancestor, will be replaced with summaries of

the new nodes, each of them attached to the correspondent

pointer to node.

After stating the general idea, let’s review the whole in-

sertion procedure. When a session ends, the CUDS (4) is

stored as a new group of users with population 1. Accord-

ing to the definition of R-tree new insertions must be done in

leaf nodes. For that purpose the most suitable leaf node must

be found. First of all, CUDS is compared with all groups of

users in the root node, using the match function M (5). The

group description providing the best match with the CUDS

will be chosen, obtaining a pointer to a node in the lower

level. This procedure is repeated until a leaf node is reached,

and there the new group will be inserted. Notice that the for-

mulation for the match function (and its subsequent support-

ing functions) is the same that the one applied to the previ-

ously explained model subject to knowledge loss (KLUM).

When a leaf node exceeds the upper bound γ , the parti-

tion process is triggered. This procedure relies upon a dis-

tribution function ρ (19), which provides a distribution of

the elements within a sub universe of users into several ones

(at least two) by following some criteria (specific of each

implementation).

ρ : UUx,y → {UUx,z} | z > 1,
⋃

z

UUx,z ≡ UUx,y and
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∀i, jUUx,i ∩ UUx,j ≡ ∅ (19)

In order to prevent the tree to grow in depth, all the nodes

should meet a minimum occupation requirement (kmin).

Given that an overflowed node has γ +1 elements, the max-

imum cardinality of a sub universe resultant from partition

will be γ + 1 − kmin. In fact, this is a requisite applied by

the specific implementation of ρ. In the following formula-

tion (20), a proposal of such implementation is provided in

order to illustrate the general definition of ρ.

Let ρ0(UUx,y,∅,∅)

≡
(

UUx,y − {GUa,GUb}, {GUa}, {GUb}
) ∣

∣

GUa,GUb ∈ UUx,y ∧ ∀GUc,GUd ∈ UUx,y

is M(GUa,GUb) ≤ M(GUc,GUd)

∀i 6= 0, let ρi(A,B,C) ≡
(

A − {GUa},B
′,C′

)

|

GUa ∈ A ∧ ∀GUb ∈ A is max
(

M(GUb,B),M(GUb,C)
)

≤max
(

M(GUa,B),M(GUa,C)
)

with
(

B ′ ≡ B ∪ {GUa} ∧ C′ ≡ C
)

iff |C| ≥ γ + 1− kmin ∨
(

|B| < γ + 1− kmin

∧ M(GUa,B) ≥ M(GUa,C)
)

and
(

B ′ ≡ B ∧ C′ ≡ C ∪ {GUa}
)

in other cases

ρ(UUx,y) ≡ (UUx,1,UUx,2)

↔ ρn

(

ρn−1

(

. . . ρ0(UUx,y,∅,∅) . . .
))

≡ (∅,UUx,1,UUx,2), n = |UUx,y | − 2 (20)

After creating these two (or more) new nodes, their briefs

are obtained as the fusion of all its content (all the elements

within). These briefs with the correspondent pointers to the

new nodes are inserted into the parent node. Finally, the

overflowed node (and, consequently, its brief at the ances-

tor) is removed. This general rule can be applied to every

node except from the root node. If the root node overflows,

it will be partitioned just in the same way. But in such case

a new root node must be created, containing the briefs and

pointers to the new nodes.

Notice that by increasing the number of group descrip-

tions in the ancestor, it may be overflowed in turn leading to

a new partition process, and so on till the root. Even though

multiple partitions would affect the system’s performance,

this is an infrequent scenario in R-trees. In fact, even regular

partitions are infrequent due to the R-tree structure. Besides,

inserts that don’t trigger a partition may lead to obsolescence

of its brief at the ancestor, given that the brief was obtained

without taking into account this newer element. Because of

this, updating that group description is required at the ances-

tor, and in fact also at every higher level till the root. Updat-

ing processes at every insert may involve a high computa-

tional cost. The number of updates can be reduced by con-

trolling the number of changes (updating each x changes, in-

stead of updating every time). Anyway, it should be pointed

out that the eventual loss of performance due to inserts does

not affect any critical process, since insertion is an offline

process (it runs once the user is disconnected).

On the other hand, both precision and efficiency are crit-

ical in the inference process. Because of this, processing

several nodes of the tree is usually unaffordable, even for

an only branch of the tree. Instead of doing this, the infer-

ence process should focus on a unique node for efficient re-

sponses. Thus, the notion of a current window is added to the

model. The current window is a pointer to node added to the

CUDS (21). Initially, at the beginning of the session, it is set

to the root node of the tree. As the CUDS are matched with

the GUs within the root, the best match will be checked with

the test function (τ ). That function establishes when a match

is good enough and trustworthy. The definition of the func-

tion and its nature may be diverse. It can be as simple as a

certainty threshold, different thresholds for each level of the

tree, a threshold for the difference between the best match

and the second one, etc. Anyhow, when the match satisfies

the test function then the pointer to current window will be

updated to the node represented by the group providing that

outstanding match. New matches will be performed in that

node, and so on till a leaf node is reached.

The CUDS is a UD, its stereotype and the current window

being i the root level at the beginning of every interaction

GU(CUDS) = (CUDS,1,UUij ) (21)

Once the sub space of users is selected, and having the

matches already calculated, the inference is accomplished

by applying a selection function (12), (13), as in the former

KLUM model.

Summarizing, R-tree based user model avoiding knowl-

edge loss is formalized in RTUM(F, γ, η,M,ϕ, ι, ρ, τ ),

keeping the same elements as in KLUM and with the same

definition but adding two new functions due to the data

structure it is based on: the distribution ρ, for partitioning

overflowed nodes, and the match-test τ for updating the

current window where inferences are performed. Again, al-

though the model is defined by generality, examples of gen-

eral functions are added to illustrate the proposal and to de-

pict a specific implementation, which will be evaluated in

the following section.

4 Evaluation

The following section provides an evaluation of both user

model approaches proposed during this document. Seeking

load diversity, several test domains are taken into account.
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Table 3 Domain characterization

Real & open domain Artificial domain Benchmark domain

Number of users 100000 100000 40000

Number of features 23 22 29

Maximum feature cardinality 177851 90196 53

Minimum feature cardinality 57 7520 2

Average feature cardinality 41788 31967 7

Maximum features per user 21 22 27

Average features per user 11 21 22

Minimum features per user 3 18 20

Firstly, the evaluation design will be briefly explained. Then,

the experiment parameters and workload will be described.

Finally, the results are presented divided in data sets (by dif-

ferent kinds of test domain) and discussed in a separate sub

section.

4.1 Evaluation goals and design

The main purpose of this evaluation is checking the ad-

vantages of RTUM with respect to other models subject to

knowledge loss. Because of this, a comparative evaluation

has been performed keeping the same implementation for

any function the models have in common: match (5), fusion

(11) and inference. In the case of the inference function, two

examples have been posed ((12) and (13)), and both will be

evaluated. A third ‘inference’ function will be included for

establishing a baseline. This new function just provides the

most frequent value for the feature in its domain (default

value), despite the knowledge gathered in the base. Regard-

ing the additional functions required for RTUM, the distri-

bution function proposed as an example (20) will be used in

this evaluation. Finally, the match-test function (τ ) will be

implemented as a certainty threshold that will be acquired

through preliminary experimentation (see Sect. 4.3).

The models are tested in three different domains: a real

and open domain; a bounded machine-generated domain,

in the same style as an open domain but with some fea-

tures validated by ontology; and a real and bounded domain

from a research project, whose data is validated by means

of ontology. The later domain will be hereinafter referred

as the research project it comes from, that is Cadooh (TSI-

020302-2011-21) financed by the Spanish Ministry of In-

dustry, Tourism and Trade. In addition, this third domain has

been used to build a Benchmark for Statistical User Model-

ing. This Benchmark is a framework to evaluate and mea-

sure the performance of any user model for user modeling

in order to make all evaluations replicable and comparable

over different models. Main issues concerning the structure

of the Benchmark data set will be described in Sect. 4.2, yet

some of its features are described in the following.

Such different domains can provide a more general com-

parison of the approaches. As can be seen in Table 3 there

are several differences among the three domains. The open

real data domain has an average feature cardinality of 41788,

which is extremely high as usual in open domains. More-

over, several users within this domain are described by just

three rows per user. In sum, such domain types harden learn-

ing, and frequently the model does not have enough infor-

mation about the user to provide reliable inferences. Thus,

the results of this type are not expected to be good, but it

will be included in the evaluation anyway in order to provide

a more complete comparison of the described user models.

On the other hand, the Cadooh domain has a more common

characterization for the specific domain application type,

which shapes a more meaningful part of the evaluation.

Regarding the sample characterization, three different

sample structures exist, each one coming from one of the

three domains (see Table 4). It is especially interesting to

remark the percentage of multi-valued features on every

sample, since high percentages of multi-valued features will

negatively affect system reliability. The open domain has the

highest percentage reaching an 81.8 % of multi-valued fea-

tures, while the others have more usual values (24.2 % and

3.33 %, respectively).

In addition, the Benchmark domain belonging to Cadooh

project has been divided into two different data sets, training

set (28000 users) and test set (12000 users). Both data sets

were used to build the Benchmark yielding the following

tests. The training set experiment involves 3650 randomly

chosen users setting a confidence level of 99 % and a con-

fidence interval of 2 %. On the other hand, the test set ex-

periment involves 3100 randomly chosen user setting a con-

fidence level of 99 % and a confidence interval of 2 %. Re-

mark that all evaluations accomplished over this benchmark

involves fixing a random feature from a reduced set of three

features that are considered the most frequently asked fea-

tures during an interaction.

Regarding how evaluation is going to be accomplished,

firstly the models are trained by feeding all the user de-

scriptions. Then, a subset of the domain (2,500 user descrip-
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Table 4 Samples characterization

Real data domain Artificial domain Benchmark domain

Number of users 2 · 104 2 · 104 28 · 103

Maximum rows per user 21 29 33

Minimum rows per user 3 21 18

Average rows per user 12 26 25

Maximum features per user 21 29 27

Minimum features per user 3 19 18

Average features per user 11 25 22

Percentage of multi-valued features per user 81.8 % 24.2 % 3.33 %

Percentage of multi-valued rows per user 83.3 % 37.8 % 5.42 %

tions for real data domain and artificial domain and 3100 for

benchmark domain) will be chosen as a test set (the same for

both models). Then two different ways of evaluation will be

applied. The first one requires fixing a random feature that

will be queried later, and the rest of the tuples will be fed

randomly to refine the CUDS iteratively (the same random

order for both models). For each iteration, the fixed feature

is queried and the model’s prediction checked with the real

value. The second method is raised by a real application

case, within the research project Cadooh. In this case, the

queried feature is in a reduced set (of just nine features) and

the rest of the features are fed to the model iteratively in

a pre-fixed order, which is the order in which information

atoms are acquired at almost every interaction in that inter-

active system. The latter method will only be applied to the

third domain (the real and bounded domain, related to that

research project). It is included since it is expected to pro-

vide information about how the order of the features affects

system reliability. Anyhow, the model is queried iteratively

as the CUDS evolves, because the model will probably pro-

vide more reliable inferences when it knows more about the

current user and this should be checked.

Finally, regarding the metrics, the success rate is ob-

served as the number of correct predictions divided by the

number of users in the test set. The response times for the

inference process will also be observed. It should be pointed

out that the matching processes could be advanced in real

systems as information about the current user is acquired.

However, prediction requests may come immediately after

acquiring information, when the match is not finished. Con-

sequently, the response time observed will include the time

required to perform the matching.

4.2 Framework to evaluate statistical user models

There are many works aimed to check how the user-adapted

interaction systems improve the success of interaction and

enriches the interactive experience of the users. Talking

more specifically about this type of user models, empirical

evaluations are needed to determine how much reliable is

the statistical inference on the models built. However, eval-

uating a statistical user model is a non-standardized and

time consumption task. For several years, according to [20],

there is a lack of evaluation tools (methods and benchmarks)

that has not been covered yet. The key to achieving high-

quality empirical evaluations is in designing proper experi-

ments that could be tested separately.

The benchmark presented here includes a database of

users (split in a training set and several test sets) and se-

quences of experiments to perform the evaluation of a user

model of this kind. This section describes main issues con-

cerning the benchmark together with a statistical signifi-

cance analysis in order to justify the size of each data set

provided.

Benchmark corpus has been obtained from a real domain

used in Cadooh (TSI-020302-2011-21) research project,

where 4 × 104 samples (user descriptions) were acquired.

Even though some of the features were biometric, the data

domains of the user features were discretized in order to ease

its application to any statistical user model. Main issues con-

cerning these user descriptions can be found in Sect. 4.1. As

aforementioned, the samples were split into a training set

(28,000 randomly chosen samples) for feeding the statisti-

cal user model before its evaluation, and a test set contain-

ing enough samples (the remaining 12,000 samples) as to

support tests with different confidence levels. The following

Fig. 1 depicts main issues concerning benchmark samples

including cardinality distribution, features per user distribu-

tion and rows per user.

The benchmark is completed with a series of experiments

on the former data sets. The prototypical experiment in-

volves taking a sample, which will serve as the ‘current

user’, and selecting one of its facts (regarding a user feature)

as the inference goal. The remaining facts of the sample will

be iteratively fed to the already-trained model. For each iter-

ation, the model will be requested to infer the selected fact

for the current user. The main proposed metrics are:
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Fig. 1 Benchmark structure

(a) the inference success (if the model infers the correct
fact);

(b) the number of iterations required to get the correct fact;
(c) the certainty of successful inferences;
(d) the certainty of unsuccessful inferences.

To preserve the validity of the results through metric (b),
the model should not be fed back with the results of its in-
ferences (either success or fail). Thus, at next iteration the
model can infer again the same (unsuccessful) value unless
the newly fed fact about current user makes it to change
its consideration. Nevertheless, another method and metric
can be posed by feeding back the model and checking how
many iterations requires to success. Finally, additional met-
rics are added to test the efficiency (time consumption) while
comparative evaluations based on this metric should observe
using similar hardware resources for running the compared
user models.

The batteries of experiments should be instructed both
within the training set and out of it (that is, in the test set).
For building them, the appropriate analysis of statistical sig-
nificance was performed. The goal was to ascertain the sizes
of each battery, provided different confidence levels and in-
tervals. For example, with the confidence level set to 99 %
and the confidence interval set to 2 %, it was obtained that
3650 samples within the training set and 3100 samples of
the test set were required.

This benchmark (http://labda.inf.uc3m.es/doku.php?id=
en:labda_lineas:um_1) is for public usage. In that webpage
there is also a detailed description and some examples of
use.

4.3 Experiments preparation

Both proposals are developed in Java and PL/Sql. The
knowledge bases are supported by relational databases
DBMS Oracle 11g. In addition, both proposals have a set

of Java methods embedded in its knowledge base. The ex-
periments have been launched using the shell Cognos.User
[19]. To perform the evaluation two SUN XFire with Intel
Xeon E5450 at 3 GHz, 8 GB RAM and SAS hard disc (4 ms
latency) are available. Client machines are Intel Pentium 4
at 3 GHz with 2 GB RAM running Windows 7 with Java RE
v1.6 installed. According to these hardware specifications
and model parameterizations both model’s response times
are set to be lower than one second (a requirement of the
research project where the model was developed). In order
to meet this requirement some model’s parameters will be
set. The upper bounds for the size of the knowledge base
keeping the performance requirements depended upon the
implementation and Hw resources, and thus had to be ascer-
tained through several preliminary experiments. The bounds
were averaged, then rounded and finally set to γ = 50 group
descriptions and η = 8000 information atoms.

Besides, the RTUM model will keep the same bounds γ

and η, yet it provided predictions quicker than the KLUM
in those preliminary experiments. Thus, their response time
will be compared later. Finally, some preliminary experi-
mentation was also run for fixing the function match-test
(τ ). With a random set of 500 users, the clustering was
checked searching for local maximums in relation to success
and certainty of the match. A certainty threshold of 0.54 was
chosen for τ , that is the function that establishes the match
is good enough if it is equal to or higher than that thresh-
old.

4.4 Evaluation in open interaction domain

The first part of the evaluation involves testing both user
models working on an open interaction domain. Yet this sort
of domain is not the current goal for these models, usually
aimed to closed and reduced domains for specific interaction
systems, it was considered interesting to include this part of
the evaluation to gain perspective about the behavior of the
models.

As mentioned before, this sort of domain observes multi-
valued features and contains many users with few rows.
These are the main drawbacks of this sample and both user
models must deal with these disadvantages when perform-
ing the evaluation. All these issues affect system perfor-
mance and reliability and likewise the success rates.

For this evaluation, a workload of real users was avail-
able. However, this dataset was not ontology-validated,
adding the drawback of different terms (words) referring
the same concept. Because of this, a Machine-Generated
ontology-validated dataset of this kind was generated to
complete this sort of evaluation. The following subsections
provide the results on each of these datasets.
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Table 5 Open domain results

Open domain Maximum fit Fit and certainty Default value

KLUM 12 % 14.7 % 0.01 %

RTUM 14.3 % 15.02 % 0.01 %

4.4.1 Open interaction domain: real dataset

A brief of the evaluation results is shown in Table 5. Regard-

ing KLUM, the maximum fit method yields a success rate

of 12 % while the method weighting fit values and certainty

values produces a success rate of 14.7 %. First, it should be

highlighted that in this dataset the success rate of the default

value method is 0.01 %. The model RTUM using the maxi-

mum fit method provides a success rate of 14.3 % while the

method aggregating fit and certainty yields a success rate of

15.02 %. Even though a preliminary analysis might show

off that success rates are pretty low, it should be reminded

that some of the domain characteristics have a very high

percentage of multi-valued features (81.8 %), non-validated

values (free writing), and under-described users (with few

atoms).

4.4.2 Open interaction domain: machine-generated dataset

The purpose of this dataset, the same type as that of the pre-

ceding section, is to avoid the multiplicity of terms for the

same concept produced by a ‘free writing’ interaction style.

Thus, it has high values for both the average feature cardi-

nality and percentage of multi-valued features.

In this dataset, further described in Sect. 4.1, the suc-

cess rate of the default value method is 0.1 %. The KLUM

yields a success rate of 18.68 % using the maximum fit

method and an 18.72 % when performing the fit and cer-

tainty method. Regarding RTUM, it yields a success rate

of 20.31 % when performing the maximum fit method and

21.89 % when applying fit and certainty. These results are

briefed in Table 6. It can be observed that for this domain,

success rates are higher than the ones obtained in open do-

main and that success rates are pretty higher than domain

default value.

4.5 Evaluation on benchmark

Most significant part of the evaluation is that regarding real

cases of application on closed interaction domains for spe-

cific systems, in which this type of model has proven sat-

isfactory performance providing significant benefits to the

interaction. For making the evaluation replicable and com-

parable with other models, it has been developed on a bench-

mark available for public use and free of cost, already de-

scribed in Sect. 4.2.

Table 6 Artificial domain results

Artificial domain Maximum fit Fit and certainty Default value

KLUM 18.68 % 18.72 % 0.1 %

RTUM 20.31 % 21.89 % 0.1 %

The evaluation includes experiments on samples both

within and outside the training set. On the other hand, the

evaluation required to observe the restriction of a specific

implantation of the model (Cadooh), where the facts were

acquired in a predetermined order (certain user features are

early acquired in a given order) and the data to be inferred

was restricted to a subset of three queries (regarding user

preferences and future behavior). Nevertheless, the evalu-

ation will include both experiments subject to these con-

straints and experiments of general type (any feature to be

inferred and facts fed in random order). Consequently, the

results are organized into next four subsections by combin-

ing the two classification criteria.

4.5.1 Evaluation on benchmark: within training set by

random order

The results of this first battery of experiments on the bench-

mark are summarized in Fig. 2. In this case, the maxi-

mum fit method performs better than the fit and certainty

method with both models. With KLUM, their success rates

are 62.87 % and 41,78 % respectively, while the default

value method rises to 16 %. This latter method performance

depends on the dataset (and not on the model), and there-

fore this rate will be constant for all experiments within the

training set. Regarding the RTUM performance, the success

rates reach 70.10 % and 67.15 % respectively, thus beating

both methods of fit and certainty and default value.

4.5.2 Evaluation on benchmark: within training set

following a pre-fixed order

The results obtained during this experiment are displayed in

Fig. 3. In this case, the performance of both methods maxi-

mum fit and fit and certainty are very similar. In fact, the av-

erage rates obtained by the fit and certainty method are just

like in the previous case with both models. However, the av-

erages obtained through the maximum fit drop to align with

the behavior of the other method.

With KLUM, the fit and certainty method yields a suc-

cess rate of 41.77 % (barely lower than the 41.78 % obtained

with random order), while the maximum fit method does not

get more than 41.36 %. The RTUM, in turn, provides a suc-

cess rate of 67.15 % with the fit and certainty method, and

slightly higher 67.47 % with the maximum fit method.
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Fig. 2 Success rates of both models on samples in the training set which facts are fed in random order

Fig. 3 Success rates of both models on samples in the training set which facts are fed in pre-fixed order

4.5.3 Evaluation on benchmark: in test dataset by random

order

The samples used for these experiments have not been in-

volved in the training process. The benchmark includes dif-

ferent batteries of experiments calculated to be statistically

significant for different values of the confidence level and

interval. In this case, the experiments run are supported by

the workload prepared with a confidence level of 99 % and

within a confidence interval of 2 %.

Figure 4 gathers mean results of both models when

tested with that workload, and following the procedure of

feeding the facts of the samples by random order. Once

again the higher success rates are obtained by RTUM and

the method of maximum fit. KLUM yields average success

rates of 63.25 % (maximum fit) and 30.61 % (fit and cer-

tainty), while RTUM gets 72.45 % and 46.90 % (respec-

tively).

4.5.4 Evaluation on benchmark: in test dataset following a

pre-fixed order

Figure 5 shows the results obtained by both models perform-

ing over the benchmark test set and using a predetermined

order of the facts to be fed. This order is, of course, is the

same already applied in the experiments of the same kind

on the training set. The results follow the same pattern as

that depicted by the experiments within the training set with

pre-fixed order: the fit and certainty method keeps its aver-

age success rates, while the maximum fit method drops its

performance down to the levels of the other method. Specif-

ically, KLUM shows average rates of 29.67 % and 30.61 %

respectively, while RTUM provides 46.90 % and 47.90 %

respectively.

4.6 Results regarding efficiency

Performance measurements are pretty important taking into

account that this type of systems must perform in bounded
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Fig. 4 Success rates of both models on samples in the test dataset which facts are fed in random order

Fig. 5 Success rates of both models on samples in the test dataset which facts are fed in pre-fixed order

time. Most critical process, regarding response time, is the

inference since it is performed during interaction (on-line

process). Through these experiments, time measurements

yielded that RTUM is on average a 30 % faster than the

KLUM. In fact several time measures during the experi-

ments yields that RTUM takes 0.73 seconds on average to

achieve one inference while KLUM takes nearly one sec-

ond to perform the same operation. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that RTUM not only shows better success rates ob-

tained, but also performs faster than this model.

As stated in Sect. 3, the success rates of RTUM can be

boosted by increasing the upper bound γ . However, such

procedure causes a severe performance drop. Therefore, that

upper bound should be established for each implementa-

tion by observing the response time requirements and the

available hardware capabilities, thus balancing performance

and efficiency. Another way of increasing the success rate is

to eventually observe several inference windows (when two

branches are found to be seemingly good, both nodes can

be processed in parallel). However, this solution boosts the

computational cost and should only be applied where the

hardware resources are high enough or the response time

constraints are relaxed.

Although the cost of maintenance is not critical because

it runs off-line, it is important to reduce it as much as possi-

ble to prevent the machine from becoming overloaded. The

KLUM model requires a maintenance operation after every

session (when acquiring new knowledge). Furthermore, the

cost of this operation increases as the knowledge base grows

(with the use of the system). To keep the base volume (and

hence the maintenance cost) within reasonable margins, up-

per bounds were set for the size of the base (maximum num-

ber of facts), thus stabilizing the cost. Through this experi-

mentation, the average time consumption of closing a ses-

sion in KLUM is 776 milliseconds, showing a standard de-

viation of 36 milliseconds.

In turn, the RTUM requires to run a similar maintenance

process on the leaves every γ /2 sessions held on average (25

in this experimentation). In addition, non-leaf nodes of an

updated branch also need frequent updates, but since they in-
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volve minor changes they can be run periodically every few

sessions (five sessions, in these experiments). Thus, clos-

ing a session in RTUM takes on average 180 milliseconds,

showing a standard deviation of 708 milliseconds (usually

takes 35 milliseconds, but could take up to 3.65 seconds). As

a consequence, the training processes are harder in KLUM

(during this evaluation, RTUM’s training took less than a

quarter of the time required for training the KLUM).

4.7 Discussion

As a consequence of the evaluation results, it can be stated

that the RTUM performs better than KLUM in every evalu-

ated scenario. When evaluating on Benchmark, better suc-

cess rates were obtained using the maximum fit method

(reaching a success rate of 72.45 % in real system condi-

tions). On the other hand, the fit and certainty method be-

haves better in open interaction domains (where the features

to be inferred are defined on excessively extent domains).

However, both methods yield similar results when con-

sidering a pre-fixed order to feed the features. Deeper analy-

sis of this result leads to realize that in these cases the match

of current user with an only stored group is stronger (de-

spite of the correctness of this match). Thus, most probable

value in the most probable group (maximum fit method) has

a relatively high certainty value. The fit with the rest of the

groups within that universe of users are much lower, and the

certainty of any of those alternative fits multiplied by the cer-

tainty of any of their candidate values will get a negligible

value. Because of this, the value maximizing the summation

of the products of group fit degree with the certainty of the

value in that group (fit and certainty method) coincides with

that most probable value in the most probable group. In sum,

both methods infer the same value in almost all the cases,

and consequently they have very similar success rates.

Anyhow, the wrong matches are the cases to focus in or-

der to improve the rates. In further analysis of those cases, it

can be seen that in those cases the facts fed regarded fea-

tures non discriminant between the different user groups

stored in the node. Observing this conclusion through the

maintenance processes would improve the structure of the

knowledge and the success rates of inferences on it. In the

KLUM, by privileging more frequent features through the

fusion process which will force such features to be more

discriminant (thus reducing the cases of uncertainty to in-

frequent combinations of facts). And in the RTUM by priv-

ileging those features through the partition process, which

will make the tree-like structure to produce clearer matches

in more cases (thus improving the success rates). These con-

clusions should be taken into account for further work, in

order to explore the room for improvement of the models.

It should be pointed out that RTUM goes to more spe-

cific knowledge when current window focuses on lower lev-

els in the tree. Eventually, it may mistake the chosen branch

when descending to a lower level (especially when it comes

to choose a leaf node, since the decision is harder at lower

levels). However, it should be pointed out that in such cases

the inferences keep a good tone, because the chosen branch

is similar enough to the proper branch. Anyhow, if further

definition of current user is provided (that is, new informa-

tion about him is acquired) it would be of interest not only

going deeper in the three-like structure, but also checking

former decision (that could be obsolete because of new in-

formation). In sum, a line of further improvement is directed

to periodically check if the current inferences window is ap-

propriate, and if it is not change it back to focus the ancestor

node.

5 Concluding remarks

The proposed RTUM model improves the performance of

other models subject to knowledge loss, such as the KLUM.

Since both approaches have been tested with the same for-

mulation, the improvements are mainly due to its R-tree

structure. As shown in the evaluation, RTUM has obtained

better results in all the evaluations performed, both in suc-

cess rates and in the response time.

RTUM is able to perform with features that cannot be

modeled by domain experts. For example, the selection

of different dialogue strategies adapted to users is hard to

model but can be easier supported by knowledge extracted

from experience by essaying strategies and checking the

consequences (following a trial and error method). This ty-

pology of features has been successfully tested in Cadooh

domain, providing further adaptation. In that case, the model

received a negative feedback after applying an unsuccessful

strategy, which was learned and discouraged later selection

of this strategy for similar users. The essay of new strategies

was decided when no value was possibly inferred for this

feature. In such case, the available knowledge about this fea-

ture states which strategy is not appropriate, but tells nothing

about which strategy should be chosen. The proposed value

(strategy) will be randomly chosen within the domain of the

feature (except for the given inappropriate values). Consid-

eration should be given, as a line for future work, to alterna-

tives that converge on the most appropriate solutions in less

time (for example, applying evolutionary computing).

Besides, both KLUM and RTUM models are prepared

to acquire stereotypes provided by experts, thus alleviating

the start-up problem (operation in the early stages of im-

plantation, when experience is insufficient to draw accurate

inferences). Pre-defined stereotypes will be stored as indi-

viduals with a population higher than one. As real sessions

are held, these stereotypes will be reinforced if similar users

interact, or dissipated if no similar users are found (the larger

the population assigned, the longer the influence will last).
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KLUM could even eliminate the wrong stereotypes. RTUM

will never eliminate them, yet it will reduce its influence

down to negligible levels. If users of such types come later,

the stereotype will be progressively restored. For that rea-

son, it can be concluded that RTUM is not only a group user

model, but also a hybrid proposal that can perform with pre-

defined (proposed by expert) stereotypes. Furthermore, it is

here recommended to include those predefined stereotypes

as the initial workload thus avoiding anomalous interactions

in the initial period of operation, in which decisions are oth-

erwise unsubstantiated because the knowledge base has in-

sufficient content.

It should also be pointed out that the presented models

preserve the anonymity of the users. Taking into account

that there are no identifying features, several sessions of the

same user will be stored as different individuals. Such an

approach improves the matching of the current user taking

into account previously held sessions, even more when con-

sidering dynamic features such as the frame of mind. On

the other hand, both models have been presented taking into

account the collaborative learning approach. It would be rel-

evant to explore its application under the content-based ap-

proach even when in this case due to the reduced volume of

sessions the KLUM model might provide better results.

The main disadvantage of RTUM is the amount of redun-

dant knowledge stored in its knowledge base. As explained

before, in this proposal the universe of users consists of the

conjunction of all users in the leaves of the tree, the rest of

the nodes being redundant knowledge. However, the possi-

bility of excessive growth of the knowledge base is unlikely

due to the minimum occupation per node. In fact, having

one billion user sessions stored in the knowledge base and

a minimum occupation per node of 30 %, the tree would

have between 7 and 9 levels, which are still enclosed num-

bers of levels taking into account the number of users in the

knowledge base. On the other hand, with a parameteriza-

tion of the model similar to the presented one, that imple-

mentation could have up to 7 · 107 tables. Even with lower

volume requirements, it is strongly recommended to count

on a powerful database management system, capable of effi-

ciently managing such data volumes and with many scalabil-

ity possibilities. Focusing simultaneously on several nodes

during the inference can improve the results. In addition, it

should be pointed out that the RTUM model behaves better

as the current window evolves, that is as nodes of lower level

in the tree are focused. In order to avoid performance drop,

parallel processing of these nodes should be observed. Thus,

a good data management supporting data sharing and paral-

lelism is necessary. Such database support raises the need

of studying the database instance adaptation to the problem

(physical data structures, cache policies, etc.) in order to im-

prove performance, which will be left for later research. Bet-

ter performance enables to set higher upper bounds γ and η,

which reduces performance but may be still within the re-

sponse time requirements. Notice, however, that the results

shown in this paper have been obtained with a default set up

of the database instance (with no tuning) and that they could

be therefore improved.

As shown in the evaluation section, RTUM with the pro-

posed formulation for its different functions behaves well

(at least, for the evaluated cases). Both formulation and

reasoning-mechanisms have been designed to be general and

applicable to any domain. However, the effect of variations

on those formulas through different domains should be ex-

amined, in order to study the proper formulation for each

interaction domain. In this line, there are several works in

the bibliography applicable to the partition formulation de-

sign. For example, most clustering solutions like K-means

[49] or C-means algorithms [7, 48] can be adapted to ex-

plore alternatives and eventually enhance the proposed so-

lution for the partition process in specific domains. There

also can be found solutions suited to high-dimensionality

data [36]. On the other hand, there also can be found al-

ternatives substituting either the fusion procedure (such as

computing centroids), or the matching function [2] during

inferences and/or insertions. Besides, self-adaptive formu-

lation is seen as an appealing challenge for further work.

In this line, features provided in the early stages of interac-

tion can be privileged in partition processes, thus improving

discrimination at higher-level nodes. Privileged features can

be either fixed in design time or discovered through lifetime

(self-adaptation). That approach mitigates also the cold-start

problem (difficulties in classifying user at the early stages of

interaction). Biometric-type features (provided by cameras,

microphone, or special devices) are a good example of items

available from the beginning of the interaction.

In another vein, feature relevance is domain dependent,

and this fact should affect formulation (weighting them

properly through the matching process, for example). As

with the privileged features, feature relevance can be mod-

eled by experts or learned by the model instance through

its use during its lifetime. The authors are currently work-

ing along these lines with Ontology support in order to im-

prove inferences accuracy and to ease the implantation of the

model onto new interaction domains, enhancing reusability.

In fact, the model implementation is completely domain

independent. However, the knowledge bases, which are built

through experience during system’s lifetime, are suited to

the implantation domain. To reuse knowledge bases, or to

enable an only implantation providing services for several

domains, it is necessary to meet the following two requisites:

the involved universes of users are not disjoint; and there is

a mechanism to adapt user characterization to the peculiar-

ities of each domain. In this later issue, the mentioned ob-

servation of feature relevance can make a difference. With

these developments, authors consider that the model could
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be launched as an independent decision-support system (in

its current exploitation, it is a component in the tourist infor-

mation system Cadooh).

Finally, a benchmark proposal has been developed in or-

der to provide current State of the Art with a framework

to measure and compare the performance of statistical user

models. This public and free-of-use benchmark includes two

datasets (for training and test) and several batteries of exper-

iments according to diverse combinations of the parameters

of the statistical significance analysis.
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